
Year 7 Curriculum Overview Map – Autumn 2021-2022  
Please find a brief overview of the main themes or topics your child will be studying in the coming term in each subject, along with the assessment 

information departments have asked to share with you. Apart from external examinations, the assessment information will have to be general due to the 

nature of the timetable. Where no additional information is added, assessment is continuous during lessons and in books. Further information will be 

provided by subject teachers. 

SUBJECT CURRICULUM DETAIL ASSESSMENT INFORMATION 

Art 
Introduction to drawing from observation. Sea life theme. 
Designing a ceramic pot. 

Assessment is continuous through lessons and on completion of key 
projects or assignments. 

Design Technology 

Pupils will be partaking in a range of different skills 
throughout the term, learning about different processes 
and techniques then at the end of the year the pupils 
bring all these elements together to create a table lamp 

Assessment is continuous through lessons and on completion of key 
projects or assignments. 

Drama 
Introduction to Drama at KS3; “Me, Myself, and I”: activities 
and ice-breakers to develop team-skills; “It’s Behind You”: 
effective story-telling and reporting.  

Assessment based on performance during lessons at the end of the unit. 
Exploration of themes through variety of additional practical activities. 
(practical activities included/added in line with developing govt. guidelines) 

English 
Preparation for Young Playwrights entries (due Oct half-term). 
Study of a variety of different mythological texts from a range 
of cultures. 

Oracy, reading and writing skills assessed this half-term. 

Food 
Theory content - Hygiene and safety in the food room and 
food miles. 
Practical content – Couscous, crumble and pizza. 

Assessment is continuous through practical lessons and on completion of 
key projects or assignments. 

French 

Moi  
Personal information (name, age, birthday), physical 
appearance, my personality, my family and relationships 
the present tense of avoir, adjectives (place and agreement), 
numbers, days & months, asking questions, possessive 
pronouns 
Les mythes et legends – Merlin et Viviane 
Learning about a French legend, exploring culture, engaging 
with literature and developing translation skills 
More on the present tense of avoir and être, adjective 
agreement, connectives. 

Two designated activities – class based mini assessments 
Written project (extended portrait/storyboard) 
End of unit Examination 

Geography 
Geographical map reading skills and an investigation into life 
in a tropical rainforest. 

Skills Challenge 1 and 2; Around the World in 18 Lessons 

History 
‘History & Time’ – The skills of a historian 
Why did William win the Battle of Hastings? 

Essay: Why did William win the Battle of Hastings? 
*All assessments completed in lesson time unless stated. 



ICT 

Problem Solving and Computing 
Problem Solving and Computing is a highly interactive and 
collaborative introduction to the field of computer science, as 
framed within the broader pursuit of solving problems. Pupils 
practice using a problem-solving process to address a series of 
puzzles, challenges, and real-world scenarios. They also learn 
how computers input, output, store, and process information 
to help humans solve problems.  

Pupils will demonstrate their programming skills during lessons and then 
take an online test at the end to see what they have learnt. 
The unit concludes with an assessed project in which pupils design an 
application that helps solve a problem of your choosing.  
 

Maths 
Number calculations involving the four operations, place 
value, perimeter, types of number, number patterns, order of 
operations, negative numbers. 

Assessment is continuous through lessons and on completion of key 
projects or assignments. This will include tests. 

Music 
Keyboard Skills. Introduction to keyboard skills with focus on 
‘Oh When the Saints’ and ‘Blues’ Music. 

Assessment based on performance during lessons 

PE 

 PE Boys: Cross country - Gym / Swimming / Badminton / 
Fitness  
Games Rugby/Football / Basketball (rotation)  
Girls: Cross country - Swimming / Gym / Badminton / Fitness  
Games Fundamental skills - Netball/Hockey (rotation) 
 
(When 4 pe groups are on then a rotation will be required - 
Gym / Swimming / Badminton / Fitness -due to facilities 
available) when 2 groups only are on they will only participate 
in Gymnastics and swimming. 

Assessment is continuous through lessons. 

PSE 

My amazing brain including learning styles. 
Active citizenship – introduction to skills of communication 
and skills of negotiation, stereotyping and racism. Mental 
health literacy and management of feelings.  
Some sessions delivered by our Police liaison officer and look 
at subject such as internet safety and smoking. 

No formal assessment in PSE. 

RE 

Me, My Beliefs and Being Human – Introduction to the 6 
major world religions, investigating the beliefs people have, 
what pupils believe and what it means to be human. 
Festivals of Light – Exploring the festivals of Christmas and 
Diwali and the symbolism of light that they carry. 

Assessment is continuous through lessons and on completion of key 
assessments. 

Science 

Discover Something New (DSN) 
Introduction to KS3 Science with a focus on lab safety and 
using scientific apparatus correctly.  Students will have the 
opportunity to refine practical skills during activities involving 
pop rockets, egg landers and Bunsen burners. 

Homework 1 and 2 (data collection and graph work) 
DSN 1 Topic Test 
DSN 2 Topic Test 

Welsh Croeso (Welcome), Classroom commands, Spelling Bee. Oral group assessment, Written assessment 



Year 8 Curriculum Overview Map – Autumn 2021- 2022 
Please find a brief overview of the main themes or topics your child will be studying in the coming term in each subject, along with the assessment 

information departments have asked to share with you. Apart from external examinations, the assessment information will have to be general due to the 

nature of the timetable. Where no additional information is added, assessment is continuous during lessons and in books. Further information will be 

provided by subject teachers. 

SUBJECT CURRICULUM DETAIL ASSESSMENT INFORMATION 

Art Multi-cultural theme.  Gargoyle project. Design and make a gargoyle head in clay. 
Assessment is continuous through lessons and on 
completion of key projects or assignments. 

Design Technology 
Projects include; Electronic Engineering – Making either a coded, electronic 
product, Textiles – Making a Smart Tablet Protective Case 

Assessment is continuous through lessons and on 
completion of key projects or assignments. 

Drama ‘Status’; script work, devising and the use of line drama as a staging device.  

Assessment based on performance during lessons at the 
end of the unit. Exploration of themes through variety of 
additional practical activities. (practical activities 

included/added in line with developing govt. guidelines) 

English 
Preparation for Young Playwrights entries (due Oct half-term). 
Study of a class reader, currently either ‘Holes’ or ‘Darkside.’ 

Oracy, reading and writing skills assessed this half-term. 

Food 
Theory content - Food choices, Eatwell Guide and yeast experiment. 
Practical content - Scones, scone based pizza and bread. 

Assessment is continuous through practical lessons and on 
completion of key projects or assignments. 

French 

Ou j’habite 
Saying where I live (countries, regions, towns, types of houses), talking about 
advantages and disadvantages of my area, describing my house and my bedroom and 
talking about my ideal house. 
Il y a, position of adjectives, prepositions, the present tense with ER, the conditional 

Two designated activities – class based mini assessments 
One speaking assessment (conversation) 
End of Unit examination 

Geography 
Geography of how people buy houses, and the many factors we use when we are 
making these large life choices. 

Presentation on choosing the best house for a family of 
differing budgets 

German 

Mein Zuhause 
Saying where you live, compass points, saying what facilities there are where you live, 
house types and describing your own house.  
Es gibt, position and agreement of adjectives, present tense revision 

Class based mini knowledge check assessment after each 
module covered. 
End of unit exam 

History 

Interpretations of Richard III & the Princes in the Tower. 
 
The Tudors: Was Henry VIII a good or bad king? 

Essay: How and why has Richard III been interpreted 
differently? 
Extended answers on the rule and reign of Henry VIII.  
*All assessments completed in lesson time unless stated. 

ICT 

Web Development 
In this unit, pupils will learn how to create and share the content on their own web 
pages. After deciding what content they want to share with the world, they will learn 
how to structure and style pages using HTML and CSS. They will also practice valuable 
programming skills such as debugging, using resources, and teamwork.   

Mini assessment activities are scattered throughout the 
unit as well as a final web development project that pupils 
will attempt at the end to demonstrate their new skills.  



Maths 
Sequences, working with algebraic expressions, function machines, solving equations, 
substitution, ratio, proportion, graphs and the four operations with fractions.  

Assessment is continuous through lessons and on 
completion of key projects or assignments. 

Music Keyboard Skills. Exploring Latin American Music and keyboard challenge.  Assessment based on performance during lessons  

PE 

PE Boys: Cross country - Gym / Swimming / Badminton / Fitness  
Games Rugby/Football / Basketball (rotation)  
Girls: Cross country - Swimming / Gym / Badminton / Fitness  
Games Fundamental skills - Netball/Hockey (rotation) 
 
(When 4 PE groups are on then a rotation will be required - Gym / Swimming / 
Badminton / Fitness -due to facilities available) when 2 groups only are on they will only 
participate in Gymnastics and swimming. 

Assessment is continuous through lessons. 

PSE 

Preparation for lifelong learning, mindfulness, mental health awareness. Looking after 
our minds and bodies, body image, exercise and diet. Stereotypes and racism. Some 
sessions delivered by our Police liaison officer and look at subjects such as internet 
safety and county lines. 

No formal assessment in PSE. 

RE 

Religion and Animal Rights – exploring the ways in which we use and abuse animals – 
How should we treat animals? What are the views of religious and non-religious 
people? 
God, gods and goddesses – How have human views and beliefs changed over time? 

Assessment is continuous through lessons and on 
completion of key module assessments. 

Science 

Fairground Theme 
Physical Science: Static & Circuit Electricity, Conductors and Insulators, Series and 
Parallel Circuits.  
Biological Science: MRS GREN, Cells, Respiratory System, Respiration, Science Skills 
(Hypothesis), Photosynthesis.  
Castaway Theme 
Physical Science: Energy Resources, Metals (to be continued). 
Biological Science: Food Chains and Webs, Pyramids of Number and Biomass (to be 
continued). 

Fairground (Physical) Homework 1 and 2 
Fairground (Biological) Homework 1 and 2 
Fairground End of Topic Tests (Physical and Biological) 
 

Welsh 
Gwyliau (Holidays), Expressing opinions and developing key sentence structures in the 
past tense. 

Writing assessment, Oral group assessment 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year 9 Curriculum Overview Map – Autumn 2021 - 2022 
Please find a brief overview of the main themes or topics your child will be studying in the coming term in each subject, along with the assessment 

information departments have asked to share with you. Apart from external examinations, the assessment information will have to be general due to the 

nature of the timetable. Where no additional information is added, assessment is continuous during lessons and in books. Further information will be 

provided by subject teachers. 

SUBJECT CURRICULUM DETAIL ASSESSMENT INFORMATION 

Art Self-portrait project. Observed and measured self-portrait drawing completed. 
Assessment is continuous through lessons and on 
completion of key projects or assignments. 

Design Technology 

Projects include; Product Design– Making Clear Cast Resin Jewellery, Product 
Design – Making a Passive Speaker for a Smart Phone, Engineering/Product 
Design – Making a Functional Scale Model of a Medieval Catapult 

Assessment is continuous through lessons and on 
completion of key projects or assignments. 

Drama 
Exploring texts linked to the theme of “Time” and “Waiting”; selecting extracts, 
considering staging, characterisation and use of silence within performance, i.e. to 
create atmosphere and impact for the audience. 

Assessment based on performance during lessons at the 
end of the unit. Exploration of themes through variety of 
additional practical activities. (practical activities 

included/added in line with developing govt. guidelines) 

English 

Preparation for Young Playwrights entries (due Oct half-term). 
Study of a set text (‘The Outsiders,’ ‘Noughts & Crosses,’ ‘Face’ or ‘The Hunger Games’) 
including a variety of writing tasks, reading analysis of selected chapters, and oracy 
challenges that help develop GCSE skills. 

Oracy, reading and writing all assessed linked to the novel 
studied.  

Food 
Design task – Adaptation of a traditional Welsh sweet tart. Making a comparison of 
Quorn and chicken and producing a curry. 

Welsh tart work will be levelled – make and evaluate. 

French 

Tout sur moi 
Revision and extension of knowledge on how to talk about self and others , 
friends&family relationships, hobbies, present tense with –er verbs, using on, 
comparatives and superlatives 

One speaking assessment (conversation) 
Listening Reading & Writing Exams – December 

Geography 
Looking at how our consumer choices have an impact on the environment – focus on 
child labour and the palm oil trade in Malaysia 

Project on life in the Malaysian rainforest, with a focus on 
strategies to reduce the issues found there. 

German 

Die Medien heute 
Media in everyday life, online profiles, music, film, modern vs traditional media. 
Present tense, nominative case, formulating questions, future tense, structuring 
arguments. 
Ich habe Reiselust! 
Holidays. 
Using gern, lieber, am liebsten, du, ihr, Sie.  Perfect tense, imperative, simple past. 

Class based mini knowledge check assessment after each 
module covered. 
End of unit exams 

History 
Titanic: Examining the evidence. 
 
World War 1: Causes (To be continued in Spring Term) 

Exam style question: Why did the Titanic sink?  
  



Exam style question: Which of the evidence is most useful 
to an historian studying the reasons for the loss of life in 
the Titanic disaster?  
*All assessments completed in lesson time unless stated. 

ICT 

Python Programming 
Students are continuing to develop their programming skills and making the transition 
from Block based programming to Text based programming. Students will be 
introduced to programming techniques including sequencing, selection and iteration in 
Python.    

Students will solve programming problems and keep a 
record of their progress in workbooks which will be 
assessed throughout the unit. 

Maths 
Working with data, Probability, Standard form, Forming and solving equations, straight 
line graphs and working in the cartesian plane. 

Assessment is continuous through lessons and on 
completion of key projects or assignments. 

Music Keyboard Skills. Exploring Latin American Music and keyboard challenge.  Assessment based on performance during lessons  

PE 

PE Boys: Cross country - Gym / Swimming / Badminton / Fitness  
Games Rugby/Football / Basketball (rotation)  
Girls: Cross country - Swimming / Gym / Badminton / Fitness  
Games Fundamental skills - Netball/Hockey (rotation) 
 
(When 4 pe groups are on then a rotation will be required - Gym / Swimming / 
Badminton / Fitness -due to facilities available) when 2 groups only are on they will only 
participate in Gymnastics and swimming 

Assessment is continuous through lessons. 

PSE 

Preparation for lifelong learning, growth mindset, enterprise skills and careers and 
study skills. Emotional wellbeing , challenging career stereotypes and raising 
aspirations. Making ethical financial decisions and managing money. Online safety and 
knife crime. 
Some sessions delivered by our Police liaison officer and look at subjects such as 
substances and sexual exploitation. 

No formal assessment in PSE. 

RE 
Crime, Punishment and Forgiveness – Why do people commit crime and how do we 
punish those who commit crime? Should Capital Punishment be used? Should we 
forgive people who commit the most serious crimes? 

Assessment is continuous through lessons and on 
completion of key module assessments. 

Science 

Physics -Conversions. Speed, distance and time. Forces topic. 
 
Biology – Digestion and the Digestive System – Structure and function of the different 
parts of the digestive system, mechanical and chemical digestion, enzymes, absorption, 
egestion. 
 
Chemistry – Elements, Compounds, Periodic Table 

Physics -Speed, distance and time unit test.  
              Roller ball skills based assessment. 
Biology- Digestion end-of-unit test 
                How conditions affect enzyme action skills-based 
                assessment. 
 
Chemistry- Test Week 8 

Welsh NEW GCSE Course, Individual Oral Presentation, Youth Individual presentation, Oral group assessment 

 

 



Year 10 Curriculum Overview Map – Autumn 2021 - 2022 
Please find a brief overview of the main themes or topics your child will be studying in the coming term in each subject. The assessment information includes 

details of external examinations.  Your child will receive a personalised exam timetable, which will give the most up to date information on the exams. 

SUBJECT CURRICULUM DETAIL ASSESSMENT INFORMATION 

Art 
Introduction to the theme of the environment with an emphasis on observational 
drawings and research into relevant artist/designers. 

Assessment is continuous through lessons and on 
completion of key projects or assignments. 

Art Photography Introduction to the techniques of photo editing using PhotoShop techniques. 
Assessment is continuous through lessons and on 
completion of key projects or assignments. 

Biology 

Triple Science - Topic 1 – A. Cells, B. Movement across membranes and C. Enzymes 
                            Topic 2 – Digestion and the digestive system 

Double Science - Topic 1 – A. Cells, B. Movement across membranes and C. Enzymes 
                               Topic 2 – Digestion and the digestive system 

Bespoke curriculum – BTEC Assignment 1 – A healthy lifestyle 
                                        GCSE Digestion and the digestive system 

End-of-topic assessed homework 
Half term cumulative tests 

End-of-topic assessed homework 
Half term cumulative tests 

End-of-GCSE topic assessed homework 
Half term cumulative tests 

Business Studies 

Introduction to Business studies that includes: 

• Enterprise and Entrepreneurs 

• Competition,  

• Business plans,  

• Goods and Services,  

• The Private and Public sectors.   
 
Marketing: 
We will be looking at Product, Price, Place and Promotion. 

The GCSE exams are in the Summer of Year 11. 
 
We expect students to reinforce their knowledge by 
revisiting the topics covered in class.  
 
There will be a topic test at the end of each unit of work 
(booklet) and knowledge and understanding will be 
continuously assessed in class.  Test dates will be 
communicated through  the SIMS app and on TEAMS. 
 

Business – Work 
related Education 

Introduction to workplace ICT. Followed by an introduction to Enterprise. 
This course is assessed through mini tasks, they contribute 
to the overall qualification. 

Chemistry 
Double: 2.1 Elements & Compounds, Calculations, 2.2 Atomic structure, Periodic Table 
Triple: 1.1 Elements & Compounds, Calculations,  1.2 Atomic structure, Periodic Table 

Tests: Half term and end of term 

Computer Science 

Fundamentals of Computer Science Unit 1: Pupils will begin studying computer 
science by learning about computer hardware, including and in depth study of the 
CPU, Random Access Memory, secondary storage devices, GPU’s sound cards and the 
Motherboard. 
Python Programming (Unit 3): Pupils will be learning how to code using the Python 
programming language. 

Unit 1: Mini Tests throughout the duration of the unit. 
 
Unit3 : There will be short milestone assessments at key 
intervals, the work leads to completion of the 20 hour NEA 
task for WJEC Computer Science (Unit 3). 

Digital Technology 
Unit 1 – Data – Pupils learn about the importance of Data in the digital world. Topics 
include, digital and analogue data, data representation in images, sound and binary 
code. 

End of topic assessment. 



Drama 
Introduction to GCSE Drama; exploration of practitioners and performance styles; 
devising and text-based units with guided unit reflections. 

Assessment is formative/continuous, during lessons. 

Electronics 

Component 1 -Discovering Electronics  
 This component covers the following topics:  
 1. Electronic systems and sub-systems  
2. Circuit concepts  
3. Resistive components in circuits  
4. Switching circuits  
5. Applications of diodes  
6. Combinational logic systems   

Assessment of individual topics internal tests throughout 
the year.  
Written examination at the end of year 11 : 1 hour 30 
minutes 40% of qualification 80 marks  
 

Engineering Design 
Depending in which group the student is in, they will be completing either the 
Character Building Project (Electronic and Software Engineering) or the Useless Box 
Project (Mechanical Engineering) 

Assessment is continuous through lessons and on 
completion of key projects or assignments. 

English 
Working on English Literature skills. Completing two NEAs (non-examination 
assessments – poetry comparison and Shakespeare analysis) until Christmas.  

Two NEAs which count towards 25% of the final English 
Literature GCSE.  

1) Welsh poetry comparison (12.5%) 
2) Analysis of a Shakespeare play (12.5%) 

French 

Moi 
Talking about yourself and others, saying what you like and don’t like, parents and 
what they do, hobbies. 
Present tense verb forms, aimer + infinitive, reflexive verbs, masculine and feminine 
nouns, adjective agreement, perfect tense, near future tense. 
Mon temps libre. 
TV and cinema, going out, sporting events. 
Articles and object pronouns, modal verbs, perfect and imperfect tenses. 

Two designated activities – class based mini assessments. 
One End of Term assessment (Reading, writing and 
listening) 

Geography 
Looking at what our landscapes so distinctive and the processes which create them Survey write-up of our local distinct areas – mapping and 

graphical skills being used. 

German 

Kind, Freund und Bürger 
Talking about family and relationships, family structures, problems and giving advice. 
Reviewing the accusative case, seperable verbs, different tenses, conjunctions and 
manipulating language to suit own purposes. 
Gesundheit 
Eating & drinking habits, healthy and unhealthy lifestyles, illness, teenage stress, 
smoking, drug & drinking issues. 
Adjective endings, imperative, conditional mood, word order. 

Two designated activities – class based mini assessments. 
One End of Term assessment (Reading, writing and 
listening) 

History 
The USA: A Nation of Contrasts, 1910-29 – The main political and social challenges, 
the rise and fall of the American economy and the changes in society and culture. 

Exam-style question end-of-topic tests.   

Health and Social 
Care and Childcare 

Unit  1 Human Growth , Development and well being 

1.1 Human Development across the life Cycle 

1.2 Physical, social, emotional and Intellectual Health 

Unit 1 – 20% Non exam assessment, approx. 10 hours 
Task 1 30% 



Report on local and national service provision within Wales 
to meet the needs of one of the following: - 

• Children 

• Adolescents 

• Adults 

Hospitality and 
Catering 

Cutting skills, food safety and environmental health and food poisoning. Practical 
work will develop basic knife skills and preparation skills during this first term.  

A practical skills task towards the end of term. 
Assessment on food hygiene. 

Maths / Numeracy 
Number Facts, Compound Measures, taxes, Area and Volume and Data Analysis. 
Working with fractions, decimals and percentages.  

Assessment is continuous, during lessons. 
End of unit 1 and 2 assessments. 

Media Studies 
Key Media terminology, looking at evidence from a variety of forms, towards the Unit 
1 exam. Draft work in Photoshop and practical production. 

Assessment is continuous through lessons. 

Music 
Introduction to GCSE Music 
Focus on AoS Musical Forms and Devices, Composition and Solo Performance 

Assessment is continuous, during lessons. 

PE 

Games: Boys - Fitness – term 1 ball or striking games term 2 – compulsory fitness 
options / ball game  
Girls – Term 1 Fitness – upper school Term 2 ball or striking games – lower school 
 
GCSE PE – Components of fitness; fitness testing and the methods of fitness testing; 
methods of training and the Principles of Training. 

Assessment is continuous through lessons. 

Physics 
Triple: Features of waves. Making use of energy. Electric circuits. Generating 
electricity. 
Double: Features of waves. Making use of energy. Electric circuits. 

End of unit tests. 

Product Design 
Depending in which group the student is in, they will be designing and skill testing 
various techniques such as soldering, lamination, blue foam modelling, joining 
techniques, smart material, graphical drawings and rendering 

Assessment is continuous through lessons and on 
completion of key projects or assignments. 

Public Services Non-examination: Unit 1 (O Bird) & Unit 2 (S Smith) Completion of Unit 1 (non-exam assessment)  

Core RE The Origin and value of human life- Religious and non- religious views. Key assessments are completed at the end of each unit. 

Religion, Philosophy 
and Ethics –Full 
course 

The Origin of the world including scientific views. The ethical issues of Abortion, 
Euthanasia and Organ Donation. 

Key assessments are completed at the end of each unit. 

Sociology Component 1 - Key concepts and processes of cultural transmission Assessment is continuous through lessons. 

Sport and Fitness 

Components of fitness / fitness testing and the methods of fitness testing / methods 
of training and the Principles of Training. 
These areas may vary in September due to Government recommendations / local 

authority guidance and guidance from Sports Governing Bodies due to Covid 19. 

Assessment is continuous through lessons. 

Skills Challenge Pupils are starting their Enterprise and Employability Challenge 
This Challenge is worth 20% of their overall Skills Challenge 
grade.  Controlled assessment is completed in class. 

SWEET 
Not running in dept.  Alternative curriculum and Welsh lessons – starting with 
booklets 6,7 & 8 

Assessment is continuous through lessons and on 
completion of key projects or assignments. 



Year 11 Curriculum Overview Map – Autumn 2021 - 2022 
Please find a brief overview of the main themes or topics your child will be studying in the coming term in each subject. The assessment information includes 

details of external examinations.  Your child will receive a personalised exam timetable, which will give the most up to date information on the exams. 

SUBJECT CURRICULUM DETAIL ASSESSMENT INFORMATION 

Art 
Working on individually chosen theme. Final piece to be created 
during mock exam. 

Assessment is continuous through lessons and on completion 
of key projects or assignments. 

Art Photography 
Working on individually chosen theme. Final photos to be edited 
during mock exam. 

Assessment is continuous through lessons and on completion 
of key projects or assignments. 

ASDAN (CoPE) 
Challenge 7 – writing an obituary for a famous person 
Challenge 8 – key skills 
Challenge 9 – Independent living 

Completion of challenges 7, 8 & 9 for portfolio 

Biology 

Triple Science - Topic 1 – Classification and Biodiversity 
                            Topic 2 – Disease, Defence and Treatment 

                            Topic 3 – Cell Division and Stem Cells 

Double Science - Topic 1 – Classification and Biodiversity 
                               Topic 2 – Disease, Defence and Treatment 

Bespoke curriculum – BTEC Assignment 2 – Preventative measures 
                                        GCSE Disease, Defence and Treatment                                

 

End-of-topic assessed homework 
Half term cumulative tests 

 
End-of-topic assessed homework 
Half term cumulative tests 

End-of-GCSE topic assessed homework 
Half term cumulative tests 

Business Studies 

Finance -  sources of finance, costs and revenues, profit ratios 
 
Human resources  - training, legal rights and employees and 
employers 

Topic test and recap on previous topics – dates will be 
communicated on the SIMS homework app and TEAMS 
 
We expect our students to revisit and consolidate their 
learning of all topics covered to date. Students have been 
provided with a topic list for the course.   

Chemistry 
Double: 5.3 Metals, 5.2 Acid Reactions, 5.4 Energetics 
Triple: 2.3 Metals, 2.3 Acid Reactions, 2.4 Energetics 

Tests: Half term and end of term 

Computer Science 
Fundamentals of Computer Science Unit 1: Pupils will begin 
studying computer science by learning about computer hardware, 

Unit 1: Mini Tests throughout the duration of the unit. 
 

Welsh Cymru, Diwylliant Cymru a Siarad Cymraeg (Wales, Welsh culture and speaking Welsh) Oral assessment – Visual stimulus, Writing assessment 

Wales, Europe and 
the World 

Wales in the 20th and 21st Century.   
Assessment is continuous through lessons and on 
completion of key projects or assignments. 

Work Related 
Education  

ICT in the workplace Students will be expected to complete work in class that 
contributes towards the Level 2 qualification. If students 
are absent it is important that they continue to work on 
TEAMs where possible. 



including and in depth study of the CPU, Random Access Memory, 
secondary storage devices, GPU’s sound cards and the 
Motherboard. 

Drama 

Completion of Unit 1 written coursework, examined performance 
and final evaluation write-up. Beginning close study of set text 
‘Romeo and Juliet’ for Unit 3. Early preparation of Unit 2 
(Performance of an Extract) will take place near the end of the 
Autumn term. 

Unit 1 to be completed early Autumn term (internally 
marked and moderated). Unit 2 and 3 to be examined in 
Summer exam sessions. 

Electronics 

Component 2 -Application of Electronics  
 This component covers the following topics:  
1. Operational amplifiers  
2. Timing circuits  
3. Sequential systems  
4. Interfacing digital to analogue circuits  
5. Control circuits 
 
Component 3 -Extended system design and realisation task  
Non-exam assessment (NEA) 

Assessment of individual topics internal tests throughout the 
year.  
Written examination at the end of year 11 : 1 hour 30 
minutes 40% of qualification 80 marks  
 
 
Practical Task 
20% of qualification 40 marks 

Engineering Design Non Exam Assessment (Coursework) 
Assessment is continuous through lessons and on completion 
of key projects or assignments. 

English 

Preparation / completion / performance of Individual Extended 
Presentation. 
Preparation for the English Literature Unit 1 examination in January 
2022. 

Individual presentation recorded w/c Oct 11th 2021 (20% of 
English Language GCSE). 
Practice questions for the Unit 1 English Literature 
examination. 

Food and Nutrition  

Unit 2- Cooking and Nutrition in Action 
Non examination assessment (coursework) 
This will involve research and investigation. Practical tasks and 
evaluative work. 

Practical assessment 
Written assessment 
60% of the qualification 

French 

Le college 
Expressions of time, school uniform, school day, comparing French 
and GB schools, school rules and pressures. 
Referring to the past, adjectives, third person plural, reflexive verbs, 
negatives, using il faut and il est interdit de, future tense. 
Il faut bosser! 
Jobs, money, applying for jobs, problems at work, work experience. 
Indirect object pronouns, formulating questions, formal language, 
using  qui & que, contrasting the perfect & imperfect tenses. 

Two designated activities – class based mini assessments. 
Listening, Reading and Writing assessments under exam 
conditions. 
Speaking assessment under exam conditions (Role Play) 

Geography Urban Geography – leading to the final piece of CA Ongoing end of theme tests using past-paper questions 

Geology Igneous, metamorphic, plate tectonic and geohazard themes  Ongoing end of theme tests using past-paper questions 



German 

Kind, Freund und Bürger 
Talking about family and relationships, family structures, problems 
and giving advice. 
Reviewing the accusative case, seperable verbs, different tenses, 
conjunctions and manipulating language to suit own purposes. 
Gesundheit 
Eating & drinking habits, healthy and unhealthy lifestyles, illness, 
teenage stress, smoking, drug & drinking issues. 
Adjective endings, imperative, conditional mood, word order. 

Two designated activities – class based mini assessments. 
Listening, Reading and Writing assessments under exam 
conditions. 
Speaking assessment under exam conditions (Role Play) 

Health and social care and 
childcare 

2.1 Health and social care provision in Wales to promote and 
support health and well-being 
2.2 Public health and health promotion across the life cycle 
2.3 Factors affecting health and well-being across the life cycle   

60% Non-exam assessment, approx. 15 hours 
 

History 

NEA part a: How did the lives of women change during WW1?  
  
NEA part b: How valid is this interpretation of British generals like 
Haig in World War I?  

NEA - 2-hour controlled assessment completed in exam-style 
conditions.  
NEA - 3-hour controlled assessment completed in exam-style 
conditions.  

Hospitality and Catering 

Building on knowledge learnt in year 10, elements of unit one will be 
recapped in preparation for external examination worth 40% of the 
qualification. Pupils will also be introduced to elements of the non-
examination assessment worth 60% of the qualification.  

Exam style questions.  
Scenario assessment. 
 

ICT 
In the Autumn term pupils will be developing multimedia ICT 
solutions as part of the second and final unit of coursework for the 
GCSE qualification (Unit 4).  

Unit 4 Controlled Assessment Task – Developing Multimedia 
ICT Solutions. 

Maths / Numeracy 
Trigonometry, Pythagoras’ Theorem, Angle relationships. 
Proportion, algebra and timetables. Preparation for the Numeracy 
GCSE to be sat in November 

Assessment is continuous through lessons. PPE to be sat mid 
September. 
UNIT 1 Numeracy GCSE November 2nd. 
UNIT 2 Numeracy GCSE November 4th. 

Media Studies 
Close analysis of set texts for television, towards the Unit 2 exam. 
Non-examination to be completed through practical portfolio. 

Assessment is continuous, during lessons. Non-examination 
assessment to be completed in draft form by Christmas. 

Music 
Introduction to GCSE Music 
Focus on AoS Musical Forms and Devices, Composition and Solo 
Performance 

Assessment is continuous, during lessons. 

PE 

Games: Boys - Fitness – term 1 / options - fitness / ball or striking 
games term 2 
Girls - ball or striking games / term 2 fitness 
 
GCSE PE - Muscular and skeletal system will be covered with aspects 
of the skill section also included 

Assessment is continuous through lessons and on completion 
of key projects or assignments. 



Physics 
Triple: Distance, speed and acceleration. Newton’s Law. Work and 
energy. Further motion concepts. 
Double: Distance, speed and acceleration. Newton’s Law. 

 
End of unit tests. 

Product Design Non Exam Assessment (Coursework) 
Assessment is continuous through lessons and on completion 
of key projects or assignments. 

Psychology 

The brain and neuropsychology 
Language thought and communication  
Social influence 

Assessment is ongoing in class with end of unit tests 
before the P.P.E in December. 
 

PSE  

Introduction to PSE  
Careers and the wider world- equal opportunities  
Disability awareness  
Racism, links to black history month and BLM  
Emotional wellbeing, dealing with feelings of anxiety, stress and 
building resilience.  
Some sessions delivered by our Police liaison officer and look at 
subjects such as knife crime and consent. 

No formal assessment in PSE 

RE core Life after death. issues of Good and Evil: suffering, freewill.  Assessment is ongoing in class. Unit tests.  PPE 

Religion, Philosophy and 
Ethics –Full course 

Recap Buddhist teachings and Practices. Ethics; Relationships. 
Christian Beliefs. 

Assessment is ongoing in class. Unit tests. PPE 

Sociology 
Component 1 – ‘Education’ 
Component 2 – ‘Social Differentiation and Stratification’ 

Timed assessments –  October 2019 & December 2019 

Sport and Fitness 
Completing Fitness for Sport and moving onto Unit 3 - Sports 
Campaigning 

Assessment is continuous through lessons and on completion 
of key projects or assignments. 

SWEET Booklet 6- Global Citizenship commence book 7 community Completion of booklet 6 

Cymraeg Yr Amgylchedd (The Environment) a Technoleg (Technology) Oral Mock examination, written assessment. 

Wales Europe and the 
World  

Politics and Government of Wales  
Assessment is continuous through lessons and on completion 
of key projects or assignments.  

Work related education Enterprise 

Students will be expected to complete work in class that 
contributes towards the Level 2 qualification. If students are 
absent it is important that they continue to work on TEAMs 
where possible. 

    



 

 

Year 12 Curriculum Overview Map – Autumn 2021 - 2022 
Please find a brief overview of the main themes or topics your child will be studying in the coming term in each subject. The assessment information includes 

details of external examinations.  Your child will receive a personalised exam timetable, which will give the most up to date information on the exams. 

SUBJECT CURRICULUM DETAIL ASSESSMENT INFORMATION 

Art Landscape and Portrait projects exploring processes and techniques. 
Assessment is continuous through lessons and on completion 
of key projects or assignments. 

Art Photography Close-up theme. Photo editing techniques explored using PhotoShop. 
Assessment is continuous through lessons and on completion 
of key projects or assignments. 

Biology 

Unit 1 – Basic Biochemistry and Cell Organisation 
              Topic 1 – Chemical elements are joined together to form  
                               biological compounds. 
              Topic 2 - Cell structure and organisation  
Unit 2 – Biodiversity and Physiology of Body Systems 
              Topic 1 – All organisms are related through their evolutionary 
                               history               
              Topic 2 - Adaptations for gas exchange 

End-of-topic assessed homework and tests 
Half term cumulative test 
 
End-of-topic assessed homework and tests 
Half term cumulative test 
 

Business Studies 
Unit 1 – Enterprise and Markets (Mr Havard) 
Unit 2 – Marketing (Mrs Ozturk) 

Topic tests at the end of topics – this will be communicated 
through the SIMS App and TEAMS 

Chemistry 
1.1 Chemical reactions, 1.2 Atomic Structure, 1.3 Mole Calculations, 
1.4 Bonding, 1.6 Periodic Table, 1.7 Acids, Bases and Equilibria 

Tests: Week 5, 10 & 15 

Computer Science 

Unit 1 Fundamentals of Computing – Starting first topic on Hardware 
and Networks. Pupils will be learning about the CPU, Input Devices, 
Output Devices 
 
Algorithms and Programming – Students work to develop 
programming skills required to tackle the Unit 2 assessment activities 

Theory content covered in preparation for the Summer 
Examination. 

Design Technology Non Exam Assessment (Coursework) 
Assessment is continuous through lessons and on completion 
of key projects or assignments. 

Drama 

Introduction to AS Drama; practitioner workshops, Unit 1 
preparations and process – Performance Workshop (reinterpretation 
of a text). First draft of coursework written element to be completed 
over Xmas break.  

Unit 1 performance workshop examination to be internally 
conducted in January of the Spring term.  



Economics 
Micro Economics – PPFS, Demand and Supply, Elasticity, Market 
failure and Government intervention 

Topic tests at the end of topics – this will be communicated 
through the SIMS App and TEAMS 
 

Electronics 

Component 1: Core concepts. 
Component 1: Unit 1: Logic Gates Theory and Topic Test. 
Component 1: Unit 2: Op-Amps Theory and Topic Test. 
Component 1: Unit 3: Signal conversion Theory and Topic Test. 

Assessment is continuous through lessons and on completion 
of key projects or assignments. 

English Literature 
Poetry of Seamus Heaney (Field Work) and Owen Sheers (Skirrid Hill). 
Concentrating on close analysis as well as wider reading and 
contextual information. 

Preparation for Unit 2 examination in summer term. 

English Language & 
Literature 

Preparation for the unit 1 examination in May – poetry and creative 
writing 

Unit 1 examination – May 2022 

French La Classe – film study, Grammar, Youth Culture, Tourism 
Essays to be submitted on a fortnightly basis 
Walking talking mocks with focus on Reading and Listening 
skills 

Geography Human Geog – the perception of place; Physical Geog - Tectonics 
Ongoing homework pieces on the various elements of the 
course – past-paper questions being used. 

German 
Education and employment opportunities. Regional culture and 
heritage in Germany. Grammar. Das Pferd auf dem Balkon – film study 

Regular exam style tasks & assessments. 
Essays to be submitted on a fortnightly basis (once literature 
study starts) 

History 

Unit 1: Politics, Protest & Reform. Wales & England 1780-1880  
Problems with the political system and popular protest, 1780-1820  
Unit 2: Weimar and its Challenges c.1918-1933  

Unit 1: End-of-topic short-answer knowledge tests; 2 exam-
style essay questions (homework)  
Unit 2: End of topic knowledge tests and 2 exam style 
questions on historical sources.  

Law 

Introduction to law lesson – key terms and concepts. 
Unit 1:   
Unit 1: Booklet 1 - Law making.  How laws are made, the nature of the 
UK constitution and its principles as well as devolution.      

10 mark exam style questions on the UK constitution/law 
making.    
An end of topic test.  
Scenario practice.  
 

Maths 
Surds, Indices, Quadratics, Binomials, Statistical Analysis, Hypothesis 
Testing, Probability, Polynomials, Co-ordinate Geometry. 

Assessment is ongoing throughout the course. In addition 
there will be cumulative tests each half term and a PPE after 
Christmas. 

Maths (Further) 
All topics listed in the Maths section. Students will also study more 
advanced techniques in Pure Mathematics, Mechanics and Statistics. 

Same assessment procedure as Maths. 

Media Studies 

Students will be introduced to key media terminology and begin 
analysing print and AV advertisements. Alongside this, they will look 
at how music videos promote artists. They will also plan and begin 
their production work. 

Assessment is continuous through lessons and on completion 
of key projects or assignments. 

Music 
Introduction to A Level Music  
Focus on WCT ‘The Symphony’ and Musical Theatre.   

Assessment is continuous, during lessons. 



Further study of Haydn and Musical Theatre  
Composition – Free composition and WCT  
Preparation for practical examination  

PE 

Performance analysis, Energy Systems and movement analysis in 
sport. 
Skill, Ability, continuums, Practice methods, Guidance   
These areas may vary in September due to Government 

recommendations / local authority guidance and guidance from Sports 

Governing Bodies due to Covid 19. 

Assessment is continuous through lessons and on completion 
of key projects or assignments. 

Physics 

Unit 1: Solids under stress. Using radiation to investigate stars. 
Particles & nuclear structure. 
Unit 2: Wave nature & properties. Refraction of light. 
Unit 1 and Unit 2 AS examination preparation. 

End of unit tests. 
PPE topic test. 

Politics 

Unit 1: Introduction to British Politics, The British Constitution and 
Judiciary.   
Unit 2: Living and Participating in a Democracy. Participation through 
political parties, pressure groups and political movements.  

Unit 1: Exam-style question in timed conditions; Knowledge 
tests. 
Unit 2: Ongoing examination-style questions, including timed 
tests.  

Psychology 
Unit 1: Describing and Evaluating key psychological studies (H Davies) 
Unit 2: Key debates – focusing on Evaluation/analysis skills (C Lloyd) 

Assessment: key studies and 20 mark debate question 

Skills Challenge (for WBQ) Skills Challenge (for WBQ) 
Enterprise and Employability (20% of qualification) 
 
Start Community (15% of qualification)   

Sociology 
Unit 1: Acquiring culture through socialisation (O Bird & H Davies) 
Unit 1: Family (O Bird) & Unit 2: Education (H Davies) 

Assessment: 5 & 10 mark question on acquiring culture, 30 
mark question on family, 10 mark on education 

Welsh 
Unit 1 : Oracy Exam Preparation (Film – Patagonia) 
Unit 2 : Coursework (1 task) 
Unit 3 : Grammar/Introduction to Poetry 

Oracy Assessment – Film 
Grammar Assessments 

 

 

 



 

 

Year 13 Curriculum Overview Map – Autumn 2021 - 2022 
Please find a brief overview of the main themes or topics your child will be studying in the coming term in each subject. The assessment information includes 

details of external examinations.  Your child will receive a personalised exam timetable, which will give the most up to date information on the exams. 

SUBJECT CURRICULUM DETAIL ASSESSMENT INFORMATION 

Art Working on Individual projects.  Completion date – January. 
Assessment is continuous through lessons and on completion 
of key projects or assignments. 

Art Photography 
Working on Individual projects.  Completion date – January. 
 

Assessment is continuous through lessons and on completion 
of key projects or assignments. 

Biology 

Unit 3 – Energy, Homeostasis and the Environment 
              Topic 1 – Population size and ecosystems  
              Topic 2 - Human impact on the environment – self-study 
                               project 
              Topic 3 – The importance of ATP 
              Topic 4 – Respiration – aerobic and anaerobic 
Unit 4 – Variation, Inheritance and Option 
              Topic 1 – Sexual reproduction in flowering plants 
              Topic 2 – Sexual reproduction in humans 
              Topic 3 – Inheritance 

End-of-topic assessed homework and tests 
Half term cumulative test 
 
 
 
End-of-topic assessed homework and tests 
Half term cumulative test 
 

Business Studies 
Unit 3 – Market analysis, Sales forecasting, Financial analysis, Non 
financial analysis, business strategy 

Topic tests at the end of topics – this will be communicated 
through the SIMS App and TEAMS 

Chemistry 

3.1 Redox, 3.2 Redox Equilibria, 3.3 P Block, 4.1 Isomerism, 4.2 
Benzene, 4.3 Alcohols & Phenol, 4.4 Aldehydes & Ketones, 4.5 
Carboxylic Acids, 4.6 Nitrogen Chemistry, 4.8 Synthetic routes and 
Spectroscopy 

Tests: Weeks 5, 10 & 15 

Computer Science 
Unit 5 – Extended Programming Project 
Pupils are designing and developing a prototype program to solve a 
problem that they have identified. 

Part of the A Level NEA assessment Unit 5. 

Design Technology Non Exam Assessment (Coursework) 
Assessment is continuous through lessons and on completion 
of key projects or assignments. 

Drama 
Devising workshops. Studying set texts for Unit 4 examination – 
“Sweeney Todd” and “Absence of War”. 

Unit 3 & Unit 4 examination during Summer examinations. 

Economics 
Micro Economics – Production, costs, revenues, market structures Topic tests at the end of topics – this will be communicated 

through the SIMS App and TEAMS 



 

English Literature 
Study of novels for the Unit 5 non-examination assessment. 
Comparison of two texts from different authors; one text pre-2000, 
the other post-2000. 

Regular assessment and feedback of essays /activities during 
drafting process. 
Final submission of essays in Jan 2022. 

French 

Kiffe Kiffe demain – literature study 
Migration and intergration 
Enrichment and Identity 
History 1945-1950 

Essays to be submitted on a fortnightly basis 
Past paper assessments with focus on Listening and Reading 
skills 

Geography 
Individual Investigation development and the study of Ecosystems 
and the Water Cycle. 

Individual investigation development – mentored by a 
member of the department. 

Geology Igneous, sedimentary and metamorphic processes. Geohazards Ongoing end of theme tests using past-paper questions 

German 
The making of modern Germany – 1989 onwards. 
Diversity and difference. 
Zweier ohne – literature study. 

Essays to be submitted on a fortnightly basis 
Past paper assessments with focus on Listening and Reading 
skills 

History 

Unit 5: NEA on Chamberlain and Appeasement – completed as 
independent study  
Unit 3: The USA, 1890-1990 – Changing attitudes to Race  
Unit 4: Nazi Germany: Further developments in political control  

Unit 5: End of September – Source pack completed.   
1st source analysed – 19th October   
Rough draft – 05/10/21    
Unit 3: 2 exam-style essay questions  
Unit 4: 2 exam-style questions  

ICT 
Year 13 will be learning the multimedia skills necessary to complete 
their AICT4 coursework module. The required skills are graphic 
design, animation, movie creation and web development with CSS. 

AICT4 coursework module 

Law 

Unit 3 and 4:  
Recap booklet 1 including CPS and Bail 
Elements of a crime and strict liability.    
Begin offences against the person fatal and non-fatal 
 

Unit 4: 50 mark exam-style question on Bail/CPS.   
Unit 4: 50 mark exam –style question on strict liability  
End of unit test. 
Unit 3 - Scenario practice on offences against the person.  50 
mark question. 

Maths 
Differentiation, Algebra, trigonometry, Functions, Sequences and 
Series. 

Assessment is ongoing throughout the course. In addition 
there will be cumulative tests each half term and a PPE after 
Christmas. 

Maths (Further) 
Further Maths students will extend their study of the Maths topics. 
They will study advanced techniques in Statistical Analysis and 
Mechanics. 

Assessment is ongoing throughout the course.  

Media Studies 
Students will begin planning for their cross-media production, with 
an aim for finishing the first draft of production work by Christmas. 
They will also study a range of texts from television crime drama. 

Assessment is continuous through lessons and on completion 
of key projects or assignments. 

Music 

History of the Romantic Symphony with focus on Brahms Symphony 
No 1  
Musical Theatre with focus on Sondheim and Schwartz  
Composition – free and WCT brief  

Assessment is continuous, during lessons.  



Practical performance  
 

PE 

Short term responses to exercise – the neural and hormonal control 
of the Cardiovascular and Respiratory Systems. 
Attitudes and aggression in sport. 
These areas may vary in September due to Government 

recommendations / local authority guidance and guidance from 

Sports Governing Bodies due to Covid 19. 

Assessment is continuous through lessons and on completion 
of key projects or assignments. 

Physics 
Unit 3. Circular motion. SHM. Kinetic theory. Thermal physics. 
Nuclear decay and energy. 
Unit 3 A2 examination preparation. 

End of unit tests. 
PPE unit 3. 

Politics 

Unit 4: Government and Politics of the USA  
Democracy in America (Liberty, Republicanism and Equality) 
Government of the USA (President and Congress) 
Participation and Democracy in USA Politics (Elections and voting 
Behaviour) 

Unit 4:  
3 x 16 mark exam-style question  
24 mark exam-style question 

Psychology 
Unit 3: schizophrenia & addiction 
Unit 4: designing, conducting and analysing own research 

Unit 3: AO1/AO2 & AO1/AO3 

Skills Challenge (for WBQ) 

Ensure all students have finished Enterprise and Global Challenge for 
assessment.  
 
Submit first draft of Individual research project worth 50% of the 
qualification. 

 
First draft of Project Monday 8th November submitted to 
tutor for guidance. 

Sociology 
Unit 3: Crime and Deviance 
Unit 4: Inequality 

AO1 (10 Marks) 
AO3 (40 Marks) 

 


